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4:1 Every tiny child has to grow up and struggle to learn the
Ire4

social rules of living harmoniouel- with other human beings.

Socialization rules are many and varied, such as learning to blow

La one's nose in a hanky instead of on a sleeve, using a toilet

114

appropriately, saying please and thank you, and asking another

child for a desired toy rather than hitting, biting, or snatch-

ing.

Discipline means to teach children socialization rules. But

how can we best teach these rules? Are different socialization

techniques effective at different ages and stages? Some disci-

pline strategies are preferable to others. Some, like sarcasm or

slapping threaten children's self-esteem and are dangerous to the

emotional good health of children. The goal of discipline is

that children learn self-control and self- discipline rather than

always needing someone to tell them how to behave. When positive

4114 discipline is used then children feel good about themselves and

111 learn socialization rules.

itk2 Punishment is different from discipline. Punishment such as

v==4 spanking, shaming, or locking a child in a closet makes children

feel anxious and rejected. Punishment teaches children to fear

00 you and may lead to defiance, to lying, and to sneakimg behav-

(14 iors. Sometimes punishment does relieve an adult of his/her

anger. But it rarely igslata5 the child the social lessons and
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limits and long term selfcontrol you want to teach. Instead,

what discipline techniques LAn a caregiver use and when and how

shall we use them?

The Roots of Discipline

111221int_Anst .grins

T0 be effective, iiilgi2liD2 mual. hg sugg in_lhg

3D-52.0121121_WJILM Lg1ati21121:112 between an adult and a

child. If you want a group of toddlers to heed your social

rules, then you need to build their trust in your loving helpful

ness and your genuine interest in their well being. Caregivers

help babies learn to be responsive to adult limit setting and

social rules by responding to babies' cries and needs in nurtu

rant ways. Babies can learn simple socialization rules, such as

not crying :Then you need to change a very wet diaper. But they

will learn this only if they truly trust that they will get the

bottle or snuggle after changing time. Yearold babies who have

been bathed can hold up an arm helpfully as nu start to put on a

shirt. Babies can learn not to pull the dog's or cat's tail, but

to pat gently as you have suggested and modeled.

Cooperation and compliance begin in infancy. Compliance

flourishes in a climate of attentive, caring, and affectionate

relationships. Respond to your baby's cues that signal a need

for attention or food or sleep. This is not spoiling the baby.

3
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it is meeting the baby's needs and helping the baby learn that

the world is a good place to grow up in and that adults can be

trusted. Babies whose basic ngglil f2L igyg And Lg Jug qnnAiA-

Ignilm_mei are more compliant and cooperative as they grow older

than babies whose needs are not met.

Dluipling_Iakga Ijxn

Infants and toddlers have limited abilities to share or to

obey rules about avoiding dangerous actions. They will need you

to restate rules simply, clearly and meaningfully many, many

times over and over. They will also need you to Jut to protect

them rather than to rely on their understanding your words. Yell

ing loudly may scare a child or cause him/her to continue a dan

gerous action more quickly. Move the child or guide the baby

away from the problem or help solve the problem. Your planful,

thoughtful actions take time but are more effective.

Babies need time - time to absorb and understand what you are

trying to teach them. You also need time time to teach what

you want children to do and how you want them to be.

Ereigniian:_An_EuLgligni_Diard2ling_Ig21

The teacher was opening a large carton containing a new

tricyle. All the toddlers squirmed around at their

lunch tables to watch her work at opening the box. "If

you don't turn around and eat you're not going to get a

chance to play with the new trike today" she warned.

4
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This disciplinary threat was inappropriate. Teachers need to

think ahead. You can jugyant many potential discipinary problems

such as toddler meal or nap disruption, by not staging or allow

ing interesting distractions to interfere with children's activi

ties.

Here are some ways you can prevent an infant's needing disci

pline:

1. Lhild_2L22f_the 21Ay_akaLg so that no dangerous breaka

ble materials are within reach, and ""NoNo" does not have

to be a frequent word.

2 Etalas_e_thg_21.1x_anm1unaenI IhsauahilullYL Allow lots

of space for gross motor activities and large block play, so

that toddlers do not easily interfere with each others'

building or running. Think about whether your book reading

couch or pillowed corner is too close to where children are

allowed to splash with wet messy materials. Provide several

of the same kind of toy, so that babies can play with the

same type of toy sitting or lying beside each other.

3. BastAlg_LigAL_Lulel about activities to prevent shoving

and fights. Water play may work better if each toddler has

a separate plastic basin of water and is reminded to "keep

the water in the basin" or if the rule is that no more than

three or four children can use the water table at one time.

4. le,....mniailat if you want limits to be effective and be

specific about the limits you set (Lickona, 1983).

5. jiggp_ihg_Iggalaf slayl mAried so that there are enough

La.at times after active times. Overexcitement and fatigue

5
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lead to troubles, Calming rituals help children comply with

your need to get children to nap together or settle down

before coming inside from outdoor play. fiblIhm2 of days can

decrease or increase child stress. Respond sensitively to

infants' own schedules for sleep, eating, and playing. Tod

dlers need long uninterrupted stretches of time to choose

their own activities from materials set up in the environ

ment. Chopping up the day and herding children around lead

to discipline problems.

6. &gaR_J2Lami21A.2. If you promise a toddler the next turn

with soap bubbles or a popular toy, then be sure to keep

your promise. Children who trust your word will work harder

at trying selfcontrol until their turn comes, rather than

grabbing.

7. Ba Lbill_sliffaLanaga in tolerating

stress. Adrian may have a short temper fuse. Sara cannot

sit still for a long story. Juan needs your special calming

down ideas before he can move into indoor play after running

around outdoors. Tune into children's temperament and per

sonality styles to help prevent some discipline problems

from becoming difficult.

8. figfkoll_A jahy'l a.c/i2n2a A baby about to toddle into

mischief can often be easily reoriented into an interest

ing, safe, and acceptable activity. Knowing that a toddler

bites when s/he is around a certain child requires refocus

ing the biting child on other activities or keeping him/her

close to you for awhile.

6
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9. hg 2,EgIgni ism hghiglA Babies may find it difficult to

distinguish between their on interests, wishes and feelings

and those of others. Transgressions may occur because of

this immaturity. Sometimes preschoolers can play together

very well along for a while. Infants, however, will need

your presence when they are rolling or playing or exploring

close to one another. If toddlers are offered messy or wet

materials, be present also. Your positive presence makes it

easier for todders to remember rules about not dumping water

on the floor, for example.

Dia.ci2ling_lutada_pnAgYalsamenial_lisisea

Learn infant/toddler stages of development to help you make a

decision as to whether a situation requires discipline or not.

Discipline ideas may feel uncomfortable or even bewildering to

very young children. Infants near one year, for example, are

facinated with the feel of foods. Learning about the squishy

texture of foods squeezed in fingers may be more important to

them than learning a rule to eat only with a spoon and not to

"mess" with food.

Notice that you will have to choose which discipline rules

and limits you emphasize for each child's ceveloping stage. Some

limits and rules are totally inappropriate for infants and tod

dlers. Often discipline problems occur because the young child

is expected to do something that s/he is not capable of doing.

7
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Expecting a toddler to use a spoon all the time or to drink from

a glass without spilling milk occasionally is unrealistic.

Babies under one year should not have to learn to wait

patiently for their nursing. Deep basic trust in grownups as

kind, nurturings trustworthy persons is learned when adults

12L2111211Y feed a hungry baby. An cider toddler, however, can

learn to wait a few minutes until lunch is set down on the table.

Yet r/he may still need your help to wait. Chanting songs

together, LeAsziaing the toddler that you are getting the food

ready, saying ssmthina words that admire how hard the toddler is

trying to wait patiently are "discipline" techniques that can

support toddler patience at meal times. Be sensitive to their

needs for food and sleep when hungry or tired.

Remember Erikson's and Mahler's ideas (Honig, 1987 Kaplan,

1977) about toddler development to help you understand that some

irksome situations that might require a more disciplinary

approach with an older child in care are just part of normal tod

dler development. Toddlers like to dart away from you bravely

and without a care as if they are quite self sufficient. Then,

if scared they have gone too far, or if they fall and get a bump,

or if they are tired, they may gallop back and fling themselves

passionately onto you and demand to be held and reassured or

"babied". Toddlers typically "seesaw" between a growing sense of

autonomy (or selfdetermination) and the seed to feel that you

are still available and there for them as a "refueling station",

when life gets rough. Thus, some two to threeyearolds push us

8
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away, act "ornery" and changeable and this is to be Ilizg.Qigg

developmentally, and does not require nagging or disapproval.

Early in group care, toddlers may "shadow" you and cling to you.

Some suck hard at their thumbs in the new situation, and even

refuse to talk or participate much until they begin to feel com

fortable and secure and learn that you are there to love and pro

tect and help them learn. Their behaviors do not require disci

pline. They do require understanding and acceptance and gentle

luring attempts to engage the child little by little in the world

of play and interesting materials to explore.

A .QArgailgr_aegs12 auhila_lusisamenta to decide which situations

require discipline and which ones are too difficult or inappro

priate developmentally to ask of a baby. A toddler may have

great difficulty in separating from a parent who must leave for

work. Toddler protests, "uncooperativeness", withdrawal or angry

reactions to you when separation anxiety is high are nsa occa

sions for discipline. They are occasions for building security,

for small kindnesses, and your body availability to reassure the

upset baby.

Laughing AI a toddler is a poor discipline technique. Dont

laugh or joke at inappropriate behaviors. Some adults think it

is "funny" or "cute" if a baby smears potatoes in his hair or a

toddler says unprintable words. Your laughter or joking is guar

anteed to increase f,uch unwanted behaviors. Calm ignoring or

calm restating of rules can help.

9
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Young toddlers cannot be expected to remember safety rules

about not running into the street. You must be sure to provide a

safe protected place for outdoor play areas. Older toddlers, on

the other hand, can learn to follow the rule to hold onto your

hand or a special rope in taking a neighborhood walk.

Sometimes the environment has to be made Lumg_alimulating in

order to decrease fights or fusses. If there are enough toys and

materials for toddlers to each have a ball or a hunk of clay or

blocks to build with, then grabbing and pushing may decrease.

Toddlers are great copy cats. If one has a toy umbrella to pre

tend play walking in the rain, then two or three others will want

to pretend play walking with umbrellas. If one toddler is put

ting together a popit bead necklace: it would be well to make

sure that there are enough beads for several necklaces to adorn

several necks.

Sometimes, by contrast, an overly stimulating or noisy envi

ronment causes discipline problems. If too many toys lie around

in a mess then, decrgasina stimulation can help. Messy, chaotic

situations can cause a contagion that leads to more messiness or

acting out inappropria+ely with materials. Arrange to have some

toys available and some up and out of the way so that disorgan

ized messes and escalating misbehaviors are less likely to occur.

10
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Quieting the environment visually and decreasing the noise level

usually can help. Sime infants are fragile. They cry more in a

hf...isy environment. They wilt and get very solemn and scared if

voice tones are too loud or tense or harsh.

Diftr_LhDicza:_A E2aitlie Itlanisaut

Toddlers love choices. If you think carefully about what

choices will be fine for you, then you can offer a toodler "juice

sm milk"; one lowsugar cereal snack 2L another. If a toddler

has difficulty getting settled on her cot for naptimel pack rubs

and soft songs may help. But offering a d32:1St such as "Would

you lik- to sleep with your head at this end of the cot or the

other end?" may well lead to prompt settling down. The baby

feels more in control. A toddler is extremely sensitive to per

ceived adult p:essure. Being given a choise of cot position, a

choice of clothes for dressing, a choice of toys or activity may

avoid confrontations and battles of will. A balance of power is

created, for example, as the adult decides what foods

to offer the young child and the child decides how much s/he

wants to eat. The caregiver decides its time to go indoors, but

the toddlers decide whether they want to walk. push the cart, or

be pulled in the wagon as they go indoors.

If you don't feel comfortable about a toddlers' choosing.

don't offer a choice. If a toddler is crabby and rubbing her/his

eyes, don't offer a choice of whether to take a nap or not. You

decide and help the child firmly and gently into naptime.

11
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Lag The "kg thgrg" 2Z "11212 2112 tale Itcha'llig_iin_Igntruml

Kicking and howling are not ways for children to get what they

want. Toddlers need to learn that tantrums won't work. If tod

dlers are not hurting themselves or others while tantruming, then

"be there" for them. Say, "I know you're angry. I'm here if you

need me." Then "be there" if s/he wants a snuggle after the

tantrum.

Sf the child or others are in danger, Lickona (19P3) advises

that you hold the tantruming child's arms in crossed position and

talk the child down in a soothing steady voice: "I'm not going to

let you behave this way, it's not helping you, it's not helping

me, it's not going to work. I want you to calm down, just calm

down" (p. 61).

Ahkui_Rulzal. Bg_Egaitimg

Focus on "do's" instead of "don'ts". Ask children to remember

or restate a rule rather *nen scolding them. If a toddler is

hogging all the playdough at an art taolelask him to remember

about sharing. What are the rules? Remind him that the playdough

needs to stay in the ILIA/ill of the table so that all children can

teach it. Chant and sing some rules. "Soon we will have to

clean up," may be easier to remember whEn chanted on a familiar

few notes.

Tell children what you /12 vani iham_i2_J2.1 "No" and "Stop

that" are hard words for toddlers to understand even though they

12
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may repeat "NO NO" a lots They can comply better if they Ipo/

clginly ia_gx222z12 2z a22z22ziA122 Discipline is teaching

a child what you would like him/her to do. Say:

"Roll the bail on the floor"--instead of "Don't throw the

ball."

"Hold the kitty gently"--instead of "Don't squeeze the kit

ty"

"Talk to him. Use your words"--instead of "Quit hitting."

Rather than saying "Don't touch", help infants learn what

kind2 of touches are acceptable or comfortable. Babies are fas

cinated by each other's bodies. You can help them satisfy their

curiosity ind needs for exploration and contact by using words,

such as "gently", "softly", "carefully", and "slowly" as you

guide their hands.

For older toddlers a longer explanation may be helpful.

Instead of saying, "Don't bother Jackie" try saying, "Jackie is

trying to build a tall tower. He is putting one block en top of

another so carefully, so that his tower will get very Agh. He

is worried when you stand very close. He worries that his tower

will get bumped and fall down. Would you like to build too? You

can build over here in your own space. If you do want to watch

Jackie building his tower, here is a safe place to watch from.

You can watch just the way we were watching when we visited the

workmen building at the construction site."

1:12s121E2.01_112,12AYiDL

13
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Be a good model for your children. Children learn through

imitation. Children who are shouted at, treated harshly,

smacked, or not listened to will learn to treat others that way.

Adults who care for young children should demonstrate in their

own behavior the kinds of behavior they want to nourish in chil

dren.

Affgr_Aa=2tahla Aligraatimta

Offer alternatives if infants need to poke or bite or pull

hair. A baby may not bite another baby. It hurts. A caregiver

AnDifti let a child hurt another child. Yet the baby can bite a

teether ring. If a baby needs to pull, you can provide a yarn

rope or pull toys or toy furry animals. A toddler may not spit

at a person. But a child who needs to spit may spit in a toilet.

There are designated places and ways in which some angry or

aggressive responses can get expressed. Hurting others is not one

way. Alternative objects or clay work AL& other ways to get to

poke and pull and squash.

922raLlate_Anst_En&.2urace

Mature behaviors are built slowly. Accentuate the positive

with your children. Notice the helpful, kind, and cooperative

things that your children do. Avoid letting undesirable behavior

be the best way of getting attention. Show appreciation of more

socialized behaviors, even if they are only imainninsmA Be sure

to reward children by praising their efforts to become socialized

into more acceptable or desirable personal and interpersonal

14
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behaviors. Encourage their ILigaA It is hard to learn to drink

from a cup without spilling or to go potty with never an acci

dent. It takes much practice. It also takes time to learn to

pick up toys and put them in a toy box or to use a spoon when

hungry. Digging in with both hands will get the food faster to

toddlers' mouths . Give positive personal messages for small

steps forward and for small cooperative, helpful actions.

Praise is a way of saying, "I like what you did:2" The mes

sage can be a word, a phrase, a gesture, a smile, or a hug. To

be effective, the praise must be specific (indicate what you

like), immediate, and sincere. Your little ones will feel proud

about how hard they are working at more mature behaviors.

Praise builds selfesteem (Briggs, 1979). As children's self

esteem grows so will their selfcontrol. Your approval will kin

dle a glow in a child's heart and eyes. You will feel more posi

tive about your efforts to socialize and discipline the children

in positive ways.

Lhazt_Ysur_Lsumtraa_Eirmly_Aksall_Uipalna

Give clear intense messages that a child must not hurt others

(Pines, (1979). Do not allow a child to hurt, ridicule, scape

goat, or tease another child. Hold the child firmly and look

into his/her eyes. Use "I" statements (Gordon, 1978) when you

are upset or angry at hurting. Say, "I get upset if you hit. I

do not welt hitting here. Hitting hurts a person. I am here to

protect the children and keep them safe."

Halp_Lhilskan_taka_Lsuingatiml

15
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Help children see the connection between what they did to help

or hurt another child and how it affected the other child. Say:

"You shared your cookie, that made Sharon feel so happyo"

Say:(intensely) "You bit him. Look he has bite marks. That real

ly hurt him. He's crying now. See the tears."

Line Dui Ii A "ItAir:In!!

Sometimes when tots are overexcited and prone to push or hurt

another they need a "cooling off" time out place to be until they

are ready to rejoin the group. Timeout is a deprivation of

their play situation. Use timeout as a "teachin". Help tod

dlers see the connection between their misbehavior and time out.

Use the time to teach the toddler what it is you want the child

to do. A few minutes in time out is more effective than a longer

time. Children forget what they did or become angry at you and

everyone if they have to sit in time out for a long time.

filY1 chIlArtn_liust2_1.12._Exittaa airsm9. _Emati2na

Children will not have to sui_saa their anger, fright, or saa

ness as much in misbehaviors or uncontrolled crying if they can

lel' you or other children their feelings.

Teach them words for feelings. Let children know by your

active, reflective words that you understand and empathize with

their upset feelings. "You are so bunku" or "You are so m that

Jenny grabbed your toy. You wsinx your toy. You can- tell her

'Jenny I need my toy. I want my toy back". "You are lAgi that

Shoshy is sick today and is not here to play with you. Shoshy is

your friend. You 1222g she feels better soon. You mica her."

.16
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lag_husu_sing_dum2r

Hugs and other positive ways of showing affection help the

child feel happy and secure. Humor is needed often, but espe

cially when everything seems to be going wrong. Revise your

plan, try to see the humor in the problem, and find ways to sal

vage the day. Remember adults aren't perfect. They are allowed

to make mistakes. Be good to yourself and pat yourself on the

back for

pline.

small steps toward your goal of usir.g positive disci

17



Discipline Resources for Caregivers and Parents

Articles

GonzalezMena, J. (Nov. 1986). Toddlers: What to expect. Lung
Lhilsittna 47-51.

Excellent ideas for prevention of discipline problems and
positive discipline techniques are provided for caregivers
of toddlers.

Honig, A.S. (1985). Research in review: Compliance, control, and
discipline. Launa_Lhilsirelu ita 1.214_5_4=511:

Honig, A.S. (1985). Research in review: Compliance, control, and
discipline. Imina_Lhilsireni ADL ials

Research findings on the effectiveness of different disci
pline techniques on children's compliance, selfesteem, and
selfcontrol are presented.

Honig, A. (1987). The Eriksonian approach: Infanttoddler educa
tion. In J. Roopnarine C J. Johnson (Eds.) A122.E.2AdUl_12gALlY
LhilAhouLgAuaatimai. 49-69. Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill.

Dr. Honig describes the Eriksonian approach used in the
Children's Center in Syracuse, New York.

Pines, M. (1979). Good samaritans at age two? Esvcb212.2Y_IDAAYL
lai 66-77.

Research by Yarrow and ZahnWaxler suggests that infants in
the second year of life exhibit empathic concern for others'
distress* Caregivers boost altruistic learning by express
ing firm disapproval (but not physical punishment) of hurt
ful acts and real concern for the victim of a toddler's
assault. They also show much love and concern for the tod
dler in everyday life situations.

Ames, L.B. : 11g, F. C Haber, C. (1982). yg11r_sule=P3r=sa1 s6.

Ames, L.B. C Ilg, F. (1976). yza_twk=gALglAL igLahlg_la
iansigrA

Ames, L. C 11g, F. (1980). IguL_IhtggygArrAllAx_frilDA_21:_eng
IIYs.
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New York:
10017.
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Dell Publishing Co., Inc. Dag Hamarskjold Plaza,

Clear descriptions are given of every nuance of child behav
ior, so that a caregiver will know the difficulties and
delights of these age groups in order to provide loving
care.

Birckmayer, J. (1964). 121 aL121111a is 1121 A Sari/ }IDES!: Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cooperative Extension Distribution Center, Cornell Univer
sity.

A workshop outline for parents, teachers, and caregivers of
young children is provided. Seven principles of discipline
are offered, a reminder list of positive guidance techniques
is included, and guidelines for discussion leaders are pro
vided. Examples are provided for disciplining children of
all ages starting at 15 months.

Brazelton, T.B. (1983). InfAnis mihara: _Differ2n2ta_in
AgY1122mantt New York: Delacorte Press.

The lives of three babies -- active, average, and quiet- -
illustrate the widely divergent patterns of behavior of nor
mal infants in families during the first year of life.

Brazelton, T.B. (1974) Ig/dlers AadRAL/1112: A d221aratign 2f
iraimensillme: New York: Delacorte Press.

Using examples from family situations and the activities of
a number of small children, this book expresses the trials
and rewards of parenting from one month to twoandahalf
years.

Brenner, B. (1983). Locl_AnsLailL121ingz New York: Ballantine
Books.

Chapter 3 on Toddler Tactics includes many positive sugges
tions for handling toddlers' tantrums, fears, "No No's", and
toilet training. A special section is included on "Disci
pline in the Day Care Center."

Briggs, D. (1975). aglfEsiggar, Dolphin Books Edi
tion.

This book provides a new way of looking at child develop
ment: seeing all growth and identity against the backdrop of
the child's search for identity and self respect,. Step by
step, parents are shown specifically how to build a solid
sense of selfworth in their children.
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Bromwich, R. (1982). kaakin2 wish ELLanil Ansi infAnII: An intar-
Latismal_Alvaitactu Austin, TX: ProEd

A problem solving process is advocated to provide support,
information, and encouragement, so that caregivers can
choose which solutions to infants' and toddlers behavioral
problems are best for the children and the caregivers. The
last half of the book discusses problems that a caregiver
might have with an infant or toddler in the social
affective, cognitivemotivational, language, motor, and
parentingcaregiving areas. The problem is stated, ques
tions to ask and developmental information are given, and
many solutions are generated.

Cherry, C. (1983). E1g351_11.WIAii 2D_Itta_hisll: AlieLD3I1Ig1 Is
jaunitiyl_diailalings. New York: Pitman Learning.

Parents are taught Cherry's "magic list" of discipline tech
niques. These nonpunitive techniques are to: model correct
behavior, clarify messages, point out consequences, solve prob
lems, use praise appropriately, encourage children, and to have
rational discussions with children.

Cole, J. (1983) 0 EAL/Dillkaak 2f_ioilgi ig.d.daiDLLt Toys 'n
Things Press, 906 North Dale Street, St. Paul, MN 55103.

A comprehensive guide to toilet Igjuhing teaches caregivers
how to guide the toddler when he or she is ready.

Crary, E. (1984). KiULAD_LkneLate. Parenting Press, Inc.,
7750 31st Av NE, Seattle, WA, 98115.

A step by step approach helps parents learn how to facili
tate problem solving in their children.

Crary, E.

kitimui_wankina_Ar spoilinsu 9_Im3Ll1cal1_A22.muh_is_Isalitlez_ansi
largssbal1_auislattag:_i12221

kithaid.a2Anhina_sm_masailins 11AsigLIa_auisig: 1121141

Caregivers and parents will find many helpful ideas to make
child discipline easier. The author has summarized ideas
from four major child guidance philosophies and combined
them into one easytoread practical reference book The
leader's guide to teaching a parent education class provides
lesson plans for a course of seven sessions. Handouts and
exercises for class participants are also included.
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Dinkmeyer, D. E McKay, G.D. (1980). IIER:_Iba 2aran1'a tan2221LA
Litala_finaas_814: Amari2an_Szsliflan2a Service.

Dinkmeyer, D. E McKay, G.D. (1980) STEP: Tne leader's manual.
Circle Pines, Mn.: American Guidance Service.

These resources, together with audiotapes and posters, are
designed to help groups of parents learn to understand the
basic causes of children's misbehavior (as to gain atten
tion, power, revenge, or acceptance) and find positive ways
to handle discipline problems.

Gordon, T. (1978) EALWA EffAtliYABA21 Iba_laaiast paw
kAY-12-LAil2 ra222naibla_2hil2ranA New York: Peter H. Wyden.

Greenfield, Po E Tronick, E. (1980). Infant 2iirri2u1 uat. _Iba
Dr2m11/-tiaaih QL L 1Q Iba 2ara 2f infaata III AL21121a Ramiaa2
asiiiianA Santa Monica, CA: Goodyear Publishing Crnpany, Inc.
pages 24-31.

Discipline in an infant care center is discussed. Reasons
for aggression and ways to prevent aggressive behavior as
well as alternatives to physical punishment are highlighted.

Jones, S. (1983). Lrmina_tat/a_alaa2lal.a_niabila
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10103.

Warner Books,

With the help of this sensitive, indepth guide, parents and
caregivers can discover a baby's likes and dislikes, learn
why a baby might be crying, and learn soothing techniques
for helping a baby sleep. Recent research on the meaning of
a baby's cry and tha results of responsive care are dis
cussed.

Kaplan, La (1978) . Unanala_ansi aa2azaiana5 .at___Er2m_infant_I2
inAlodualt New York: Simon E Schuster.

Writing with poetic sensitivity and clinical insight into
infant personality development, Dr. Kaplan interprets Mah
ler's theory that infants must balance optimally between
urges to mold in oneness with the caregiver and striving to
become a self separate from the adult. The seesawing needs
of infants require perceptive and generous caregiver under
standing.

Lansky, V. (1984). I0111itLaini022. New York: Bantum Books Inc.

This short book will help parents and caregivers decide when
a child is ready for the toilet learning process and help
the adults assist the child in a relaxed manner.
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Leavitt, R. E Eheart, B. (1985), I2221ar 2ay r.g: A Quidg 12
rejkonliye_2aLeniin21. Lexington, MA: D.C. Heath. pages 57-68

Guidelines are offered for creating a supportive, secure
environment through gradual introductions of new routines,
preparation of fiddlers for transitions, minimizing waiting
time, restrictions, reprimands, and competition. Distract,
divert, and redirect toddlers. Provide alternative behav
iors if you prohibit a toddler, and avoid making an issue of
every infraction.

Lerman, S. 112A2211alYt Earaniina: American Guidance Service,
Publishers' Building, P.O. Box 99, Circle Pines, MN 55014-1796.

Nine booklets and five posters are included in this complete
parenting kit. The booklets give concrete examples of typi
cal issues faced by parents and provides a wealth of practi
cal suggestions.

Lickona, T. (1985). Raiaina_anna tinkt In haln YkLa
chilsiAgYalan a_lana_lifa aan2a_nf hnnestya_aananL.yi Ansi ralnaLI
f2r_fabligrIA New York: Bantum Books Inc.

Mitchell, G. (1982) LAIXY-2LALIIL.111 vith
xauna_Lhilgrani. Available from Gryphon House, 3706 Otis Street,
P.O. Box 275 B, Mt. Ranier, MD 20712.

Dr. Mitchell's plan of action is designed to help children
develop self discipline and a strong, positive selfimage.
Four steps are suggested: anticipate, hesitate, investigate,
and communicate. Practi al suggestions are given for deal
ing with problemS such as jealousy, dressing, and temper
tantrums.

Schaefer, C. (1982). ti nw In_inflmama_chilaran: A hahatnnk_nf
faaraniingi_alUllas (2nd edition). New York: Van

Nostand Reinhold Company.

Some child management skills specified are: permitting,
ignoring, redirecting, modeling, rewarding, shaping, chang
ing the environment, praising, persuading, challenging,
using natural consequences, prompting, setting limits, and
reflecting feelings.

Sroufe, A. (1977). Edam:ling Ansl 2212yi22..y211L_Ilaky". -Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall.

The growth of smiling, laughter, joy, fear of the unfamil
iar, and other emotions are described so that a sensitive
caregiver can learn to be responsive to baby's signals.
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Stone, J. (1983). A 2111.22 12 g12ai21ina: Ramiat2 IiiiliMIL
NAEYC: Washington, D.C.

The author believes that caring deeply about children means
you want goodhumored control and firm discipline for them.
She states that, "I believe in discipline that feels strong
not hard; kind not brutal; that holds children when they
break loose not punishes by hitting back." What to do in
advance to avoid problems is discussed. Ideas are given for
what to do when a child spits, hits, kicks, scratches, and/
or oites. Caregivers are encouraged to use their voices and
gestures to help maintain control in a positive manner.

Weiser, M. (1982). fiL2112 &ALI ant 1222ati2n 2f infanta ant 122-
illaraA Toronto: The C.V. Mosby Company. Chapter 8 Learning and
teaching personal, social, and communication skills, pages
181-208.

The development of social competency in infants/toddlers
includes helping build their knowledge of self, knowledge of
others, and knowledge of one's relation to others. The
development of young children in these three areas is out
lined and activities are given to help caregivers foster
this development.

Wyckoff, J. & Linen, B. (1984). 2i2L121inajiimula atsautins_pm
Ljunkimu New York: Meadowbrook Books.

Practical solutions to the most common preschool behavior
problems are offerred as well as ways to prevent problems
from occurring.

Br221mirla

Liming_Eith_fAmily_Lirg2a2. A Message from the National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect. Region 11 CA/N Resource Center, College
of Human Ecology, Cornell University, MVR Hall, Ithaca, New York
14853. Telephone: 607-256-7794.

A comic book about Dennis the Menace helps parents recognize
how stress affects families. Messages such as "When chil
dren feel neglected, they may go to extremes to get atten
tion" are depicted in comic strip and written form to help
parent understand what children may be thinking.

Honig, A. L2ma_ansi_LaarnA_Ida2i21ina f2r Y22112 LI:1.112E1mi NAEYC,
1834 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20009-5786. Tele
phone: 800-424-2460.
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This helpful brochure includes sections on (1) How do chil
dren learn and grow (2) What can parents do? (3) Tecnniques
that lead to selfcontrol (4) Typical difficulties and posi
tive solutions (5) Some basic techniques. Single copies are
available free. Bulk rates are available. Request NAEYC
#528.

NAEYC. 1834 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009-5786. Telephone: 800-424-2460.

For a subscription cost of 530, the professional will
receive a beautiful color poster and 50 copies of a compan
ion brochure packed with practical advice. Four times a
year you will receive the materials on a different topic
related to child development. These are excellent"'"

LL2111122EALtni Ansi_LbilsiA Dunn & Argett, Inc., 22 North Second
Street, Lafayette, IN 47901.

Published monthly, this newsletter for parents is full of
child development information and activities. The newsletter
you receive has been written for the particular age of your
child.

"Parent Express" Letter Series. Cooperative Extension of Onondaga
County. 1050 W. Genesee Street, Syracuse, NY 13204.

A letter series designed to begin the seventh month of preg
nancy and end when the baby is oneyearold is a wonderful
resource that helps caregivers discover how their babies
grow and develop.
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